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Abstract-- Pedestrian detection is an important topic in many
applications. For the purpose of applications used around the
clock, the work for detecting pedestrian based on thermal sensors
has attracted significant attentions. Based on the observation that
the histograms of four cells in HOG descriptor over the
pedestrian contour are significantly different, this study proposes
a new feature called weighted HOG (WHOG) that weights the
traditional HOG by the difference pattern of the histograms of
cells. In the experiment, four videos are used to validate the
proposed WHOG and the results demonstrate that WHOG
outperforms HOG in all cases.

II. WEIGHTED HOG
By observing the HOG histogram of each cell as shown in
Fig. 1, it is obviously that cell histograms inside the pedestrian
(positive) interior and in the background (negative) scenes
have similar distribution. The cell histograms of the blocks
over the pedestrian contour are significantly different.
According to this observation, the idea behind of WHOG is to
weight the HOG by the difference pattern among the cells.

I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decades, a significant amount of works on
pedestrian detection using visible cameras has been done.
However, the main limitation of pedestrian detection using
visible cameras is its inapplicability in nighttime environment.
Driven by the decreasing cost, far infrared (FIR) sensors
relying purely on ambient heat patterns but not illumination
source is naturally as the solution in detecting pedestrians at
poor illumination conditions including nighttime, fog, heavy
rains. Although various approaches have studied in recent
years, developing a robust algorithm for pedestrian detection
using a monocular FIR camera is still a challenging task due to
the high variability in pedestrian appearance, the lack of
texture information in thermal images, noisy background and
occlusion effect.
To describe thermal pedestrian appearance, the direct way is
with the use of representative templates. In [1][2],
probabilistic templates capturing the variations in pedestrian
shape are computed and further used for matching. The HOG
(Histogram of Oriented Gradients) proposed by Dalal and
Triggers [3] is an effective feature which has been widely used
in both visible and thermal pedestrian detection. To improve
the performance of the original HOG, several HOG variants
have been proposed in the literature. Kim et. al. [4] proposes
Histograms of Local Intensity Differences (HLID), which
replaces the gradient magnitude and orientation of HOG
feature by the maximal difference of eight neighboring points.
Although these features perform well in thermal pedestrian
detection, they are all developed based on visible but not
thermal images. Accordingly, the main objective of this study
is to propose a new feature called weighted HOG which
encodes the difference pattern into the HOG for thermal
pedestrian detection.

Fig. 1: An example of HOG histogram of several blocks in positive and
negative samples.
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( ) is the jth bin of the histogram of left-top cell.
where
As a consequence, the HOG difference in the block
is
defined as:
(2)
d( ) = ( ) + ( )
Thus, the HOG difference is used to weight the HOG so that
to improve its discriminability. The proposed WHOG feature
is thus defined as (3)
WHOG( ) = w( ) × HOG( )

(3)

where ( ) is the weight from the HOG difference and its
definition is expressed as the following equation:
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( ) is used for normalization.
The denominator term of
HOG( ) is the HOG feature descriptor of the block
III. EXPERIMENT
In this section, the scene for video collection to validate the
performance of the proposed method is in NKFUST campus.
The infrared thermal camera used in our experiments is a
FLIR Tau 2 which is mounted on a tripod. The frames of the
thermal videos are 14-bit gray-level images with resolution
640x512. The dataset for training is from 11 persons, 3 scenes,
2 time periods (daytime and nighttime), 2 clothing styles, 2
poses, 4 distances (30m, 40m, 50m, 60m), and 8 view angles.
This results in a dataset consisting of 11x3x2x2x2x4x8=8448
pedestrian images. Some examples of two persons in 8 view
angles are shown in Fig. 2. The negative samples are cropped
from the images without pedestrians and number of negatives
used in this study is also 8448.

Fig. 2: Examples of positive samples

To validate the learned pedestrian classifier using WHOG,
we collect four videos in different scenarios including
Daytime+Indoor, Hot Day + Outdoor, Nighttime+Outdoor,
and Nighttime+Outdoor with complex background. The Hot
Day + Outdoor scenario is to verify if the detector is effective
in case of the background has similar temperature as human
body; the Nighttime + Outdoor with complex background is
for the case of the background with objects (i.e. tree) similar to
pedestrians. Each video consists of 50 frames and the
pedestrians in the image are all manually annotated.

(a) Daytime + Indoor

(b) Hot Day + Outdoor

a0 =

area ( BBdt  BBgt )
area ( BBdt  BBgt )

> 0 .5

(5)

and
are detected window and the groundwhere
truth one, respectively. Besides, we compare the proposed
WHOG with the traditional HOG proposed in [3]. Fig 4.
shows the resulting curves, respectively, for the four testing
videos. Obviously, the proposed WHOG feature outperforms
HOG in all cases, especially in Daytime+Indoor scenario. In
Hot Day + Outdoor scenario, the SW-HOG is only slightly
better than HOG. This is because the temperature of the
ground plane is similar to human body so that the contour of
pedestrian is not clear.

Fig. 4. FPPI (false positive per image) versus FNR (false negative rate) for
four scenarios.

IV. CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis that the histograms of four cells in HOG
descriptor over the pedestrian contour are significantly
different, this study calculates the difference among the
histograms of the cells in a block to weight the traditional
HOG. The resulting feature is referred to the weighted HOG.
The effectiveness of the proposed WHOG is validated by
using four videos captured in NKFUST campus and with
difference scenarios. According to the curves of FPPI versus
missing rate, it demonstrates that WHOG outperforms the
traditional HOG. In the near future, we should verify the
weighted strategy to other well-known thermal features, such
as HLID.
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(c) Nighttime + Outdoor

(d) Nighttime + Outdoor + Complex Background

Fig. 3. Detection results of four scenarios.
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